Evaluation of $^{68}$Ga-DOTATOC PET/MRI in Patients with Meningioma of the Subcranial and Intraorbital Space
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Meningiomas are known to express somatostatin receptor (SSTR) type 2 to a high degree. Therefore, radiolabeled somatostatin analogs, such as DOTATOC, have been introduced for PET imaging of meningiomas. However, the benefit of hybrid SSTR PET/MRI is still debated. Here, we report our experience with $^{68}$Ga-DOTATOC PET/MRI.

**Methods:** PET/MRI was performed in 60 patients with suspected or diagnosed meningiomas of the skull plane and eye socket. Acquired datasets were reported by 2 independent readers regarding local tumor extent and signal characteristics. Histopathologic results and follow-up imaging served as the reference standard. SUVs of target lesions were analyzed according to the corresponding maximal tracer uptake. The diagnostic accuracy of PET/MRI and conventional MRI was determined independently and compared with the reference standard.

**Results:** In total, 60 target lesions were identified, with 54 considered to be meningiomas according to the reference standard. Sensitivity and specificity of PET/MRI versus MRI alone were 95% versus 96% and 75% versus 66%, respectively. The McNemar test was not able to distinguish any differences between PET/MRI and the reference standard or MRI and the reference standard. No differences were found between the 2 modalities with respect to local infiltration. **Conclusion:** SSTR PET/MRI and MRI yielded similar accuracy for the detection of meningiomas of the skull base and intraorbital space. Here, sequential low-dose SSTR PET/CT might be helpful for the planning of radioligand therapy or radiotherapy.
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Meningiomas are the most common tumors of the meninges and account for 25%–34% of all primary neurocranial tumors, with an estimated annual incidence ranging from 7.62 cases out of 100,000 people to 97.5 cases out of 100,000 people in the United States (1,2). Although mostly regarded as benign tumors, atypical or anaplastic meningiomas usually bear a higher rate of mutation and can display more aggressive characteristics (3). Clinical symptoms depend on the primary location and the consecutive compression or, rather rarely, infiltration of adjacent structures (4). Therefore, the accurate depiction of the tumor and its surroundings is key to a successful treatment, especially in anatomically complex regions such as the skull base. Due to excellent soft-tissue contrast and, in many cases, characteristic radiographic features, MRI is the current gold standard in meningioma diagnostics (5). However, the value of MRI is limited in select cases, especially if infiltration of the skull base or the cavernous sinus is suspected (6). Therefore, molecular imaging, most notably PET using tracer ligands bound to the somatostatin receptor subtype 2 (SSTR2), is progressively considered to be an important adjunct in the diagnosis and therapeutic planning of meningiomas (7,8). SSTR2 is a surface antigen that is expressed to a particularly high degree in meningiomas (9). Our institution has used the $^{68}$Ga-labeled somatostatin analog DOTATOC successfully because it features more favorable imaging characteristics than its predecessors (10). In terms of diagnostic accuracy, $^{68}$Ga-DOTATOC possesses properties similar to those of its $^{68}$Ga-DOTATATE counterpart (11). The introduction of modern PET/MRI systems into clinical practice has led to considerable advantages in neuroradiologic imaging (12–14). PET/MRI combines the high-resolution properties of MRI with molecular information derived from the PET dataset. Current studies emphasize the superiority of PET/MRI when compared with conventional MRI or PET/CT. According to the published literature, PET/MRI enhances delineation of tumor margins and has become a potential adjunct in pretreatment planning (7,8,15). In the present study, we evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of integrated $^{68}$Ga-DOTATOC PET/MRI for meningiomas of the skull base and the orbital space compared with the accuracy with MRI, which is the current gold standard.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Patients and Reference Standard**

This study was approved by the local ethics committee in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki (application number 22-10703-BO, approval date May 23, 2022). The requirement to obtain informed consent was waived because of its retrospective design.
Patients who underwent $^{68}$Ga-DOTATOC PET/MRI for initial tumor or recurrence diagnostics of meningioma from August 2012 to April 2022 were included in this analysis. Because histologic sampling is not always available during meningioma treatment, a combined reference standard including histopathologic workup as well as imaging follow-up as proposed in the literature was used in the present study (16). Clinical information and data regarding treatment and the course of disease were obtained from digital patient files.

**PET/MRI**

The examination was performed 45 ± 25 min after intravenous injection with a mean activity of 79 ± 21 MBq $^{68}$Ga-DOTATOC. All PET/MRI scans were performed on a 3-T Biograph mMR (Siemens Healthineers). The scan ranged from the skull cap to the neck. Using a dedicated 20-channel radiofrequency coil for the head area, we performed diagnostic MRI in parallel with a PET scan in list mode without respiratory gating (1 bed position, 20 min per bed position). Parallel imaging (generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions, acceleration factor 2) was used. PET images were reconstructed using the 3-dimensional ordered-subsets expectation-maximization method (3 iterations, 21 subsets, gaussian matrix size). Attenuation correction of PET data was performed by implementing a 4-compartment-model map, calculated from obtained Dixon sequences. MRI protocols are displayed in Supplemental Table 1 (supplemental materials are available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org).

**Image Analysis**

Examinations were reviewed in random order by 2 radiologists with more than 2 y of experience in hybrid imaging using a dedicated viewing software for hybrid imaging (Syngo.Via; Siemens Healthineers). Both readers were unaware of the tumor location, histopathologic results, and consecutive therapy. In the first session, readers were instructed to identify meningioma on the basis of clinically established features as proposed by the meningioma task force of the European Association of Neuro-Oncology. These criteria include an isointense signal on T1-weighted sequences, a hyperintense signal on T2-weighted sequences, a strong contrast enhancement, and the presence of a dural tail at the perimeter of the target lesions (5). To evaluate the tumor size, transversal and coronal contrast-enhanced T1-weighted images were used. PET/MR images were analyzed in a second assessment 4 wk later to avoid recognition bias. SUVs (SUV$_{max}$ SUV$_{peak}$ and SUV$_{mean}$) were measured by implementation of an isocountour volume of interest, with a threshold level at 40% of the maximal uptake (Fig. 1). Both readers assessed PET datasets qualitatively. As proposed elsewhere (17), an SUV$_{max}$ of 2.3 or greater was considered indicative of meningioma. Furthermore, sites of tumor infiltration were evaluated during both assessments. Tumoral infiltration was assumed if one of the following criteria was met: there was morphologically visible infiltration of a surrounding structure, cuffing of a surrounding structure, visible compression of a surrounding structure, atypically increased tracer uptake of the surrounding structures (valid only for PET/MRI; threshold, SUV$_{max}$, 2.3). The following structures were identified as relevant sites of infiltration: optic chiasm, contra- and ipsilateral optical nerve, contra- and ipsilateral internal carotid artery (ICA), pituitary fossa, and cavernous sinus. A Likert scale was used by the readers to assess the readers’ certainty (ranging from 1 being absolutely certain to 6 being absolutely uncertain). Consensus reading of both readers in combination with provided clinical reports and follow-up imaging served as the reference standard for infiltration.

**Statistical Analysis**

Diagnostic accuracy was calculated for MRI (first assessment) and PET/MRI (second assessment) in relation to the reference standard and compared using the McNemar test. Additionally, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value were calculated for each modality. Item scores were calculated using the provided Likert scales to depict certainty in the estimation of tumor infiltration. Likert scales were then compared by a Mann–Whitney $U$ test. Cohen $\kappa$ coefficient was calculated for both diagnosis and infiltration conspicuity to estimate the interreader variability. $P$ values of 0.05 or less were considered to be statistically significant.

Excel 2013 (Microsoft Corp.) and SPSS Statistics 28 (IBM Technology Corp.) were used for statistical analysis.

**RESULTS**

**Patients**

Sixty patients (78% female [46/60]; 22% male [14/60], mean age, 57.1 ± 15.0 y) were subsequently included in our retrospective analysis. All patients suspected of recurrence of meningioma ($n = 14$) had been treated at the primary diagnosis. Histopathologic assessment was available in 33.3% (20/60) of the cases after biopsy or resection. Follow-up MRI was performed at a median time point of 10.7 mo after the initial PET/MRI. Histopathologic analysis confirmed meningioma in 23.3% (14/60) of the cases. Histologic subtypes are displayed in Table 1. Seven percent (4/60) of patients displayed B-cell–type lymphoma, 5% (3/60) displayed marginal cell lymphoma, and 2% (1/60) displayed diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. Furthermore, sampling found cavernous venous malformation in 1 patient and lymphoid hyperplasia in another patient. Measured SUVs of lesions are displayed in Table 2. At the time point of data analysis, therapy for meningioma was concluded in 43 patients. In 16 cases, primary or partial surgical resection was performed. Four patients with involvement of the optic nerve received optic decompression. Thirty-nine patients received primary or adjuvant radiation therapy. Radionuclide therapy with $^{177}$Lu- or $^{90}$Y-DOTATOC was conducted in 5 patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histology</th>
<th>Number of patients with primary lesion</th>
<th>Number of patients with recurrent lesion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meningothelial (WHO I)</td>
<td>8.3% (5/60)</td>
<td>10.0% (6/60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choroidal differentiation</td>
<td>1.6% (1/60)</td>
<td>0.0% (0/60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(WHO II)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical (WHO II)</td>
<td>0.0% (0/60)</td>
<td>3.3% (2/60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>10.0% (6/60)</td>
<td>0.0% (0/60)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHO = World Health Organization.
Lesion Detection

Sixty target lesions were identified, with 54 considered to be meningiomas according to the reference standard. Mean values for the maximal diameter of observed lesions was 2.7 ± 1.4 cm. Both PET/MRI and MRI detected all of the above-mentioned lesions. According to both reading sessions, MRI and PET/MRI misidentified meningioma as nonmeningioma in 3.7% (2/54) of patients. In contrast, MRI falsely diagnosed meningioma in 2 patients, and PET/MRI falsely diagnosed meningioma in 3 patients (Table 3). On the basis of this observation, we confirmed a sensitivity of 95%, a specificity of 75%, a positive predictive value of 98%, and a negative predictive value of 50% with PET/MRI and a sensitivity of 96%, a specificity of 66%, a positive predictive value of 96%, and a negative predictive value of 66% with MRI (Table 4). Diagnostic accuracy was 93% for both MRI and PET/MRI. The McNemar test was not able to discriminate any significant differences between PET/MRI and the reference standard (P = 0.625) or MRI and the reference standard (P = 1.0).

Tumor Infiltration

Only 1 lesion (2%) displayed no signs of local invasion related to the above-mentioned criteria. According to MRI, invasion of the optic chiasm was found in 28% (16/60) of patients. The ipsilateral and contralateral optic nerves were affected in 85% (51/60) and 15% (9/60) of patients, respectively. PET/MRI confirmed infiltration of the optic chiasm in 30% (18/60) of patients and infiltration of the ipsilateral and contralateral optic nerves in 87% (52/60) and 15% (9/60) of patients, respectively. No differences were found between the 2 modalities concerning the infiltration of the pituitary fossa (60% [24/60]) and ipsilateral ICA (57% [34/60]). MRI found infiltration of contralateral ICA in 15% (9/60) of patients. In PET/MRI, infiltration of contralateral ICA was visible in 12% (7/60) of patients. Infiltration of the cavernous sinus was diagnosed in 57% (34/60) of patients by both MRI and PET/MRI. Rates of infiltration are displayed in Figure 2. Both readers were able to provide safe assumptions for infiltration in both assessments, according to the calculated item scores. Readouts for both MRI and PET/MRI achieved high confidence with respect to infiltration of surrounding structures. Mean item scores assumed a value between 1.0 (absolutely certain) and 2.0 (certain). Comparison of Likert scales via a Mann–Whitney U test revealed no significant differences in the assessment of infiltration between PET/MRI and MRI (P > 0.05). Interreader agreement is displayed in Supplemental Table 2.

DISCUSSION

This retrospective study investigated our institutional experience with [68Ga]-DOTATOC PET/MRI of meningiomas of the skull base. During our analysis, we were able to make one key observation. The inclusion of [68Ga]-DOTATOC PET in a dedicated MRI protocol did not significantly improve the detection and differentiation of meningioma and nonmeningioma lesions. In fact, true-negative ratings were slightly lower than those of conventional MRI.

The implementation of somatostatin receptor (SSTR)–avid diagnostic radioligands such as [68Ga]-DOTATOC into imaging workflows has been proven to facilitate the diagnosis of meningioma by providing additional information on SSTR density (18,19). Thus, hybrid imaging has rightfully established its position in high-quality diagnostics of meningioma and subsequent therapy planning (19,20). For instance, published data demonstrated a significantly improved detection of osseous infiltration in SSTR PET/CT when compared with detection with conventional contrast-enhanced MRI (21).

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>SUV&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>SUV&lt;sub&gt;peak&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>SUV&lt;sub&gt;mean&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All patients</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meningioma</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSM</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWM</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other*</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmeningioma</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLBCL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSM = optic sheath meningioma; SWM = sphenoid wing meningioma; MCL = marginal cell lymphoma; DLBCL = diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; CVM = cavernous venous malformation; LH = lymphoid hyperplasia.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>MRI</th>
<th>PET/MRI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>OSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True positive</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False positive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True negative</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False negative</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Cavernous sinus, petroclival junction, planum sphenoidale.

OSM = optic sheath meningioma; SWM = sphenoid wing meningioma.
Furthermore, hybrid imaging inherently influences treatment planning by enhancing delineation of meningioma volume before radiation therapy (22). Despite the overall outstanding diagnostic performance of PET/CT, its clinical application is limited because of potential adverse effects from ionizing radiation (23). Further limitations result from the confined range of β-radiation inside the tissue, which may produce inherent blurs in the imaging of intracranial structures. This is especially true for the skull base, a region of high anatomic complexity (24). Hence, the introduction of dedicated and simultaneously acquired PET/MRI datasets has positively influenced diagnostic security and enabled accurate depiction of morphologic relations. This is confirmed in established literature by a direct comparison of the performance of PET/CT and PET/MRI, highlighting the superior sensitivity and specificity of PET/MRI (18,25). Further studies investigated additional benefits of PET/MRI in the diagnosis of meningiomas. A recently published study was able to accentuate the relevance of PET/MRI regarding therapeutic planning and differentiation of scar tissue versus a residual tumor (26). However, the current guideline on diagnosis and management of meningioma of the European Association of Neuro-Oncology lists MRI as the gold standard in initial and follow-up imaging of meningioma. According to the European Association of Neuro-Oncology guideline, PET imaging is recommended if the extension of meningioma or the diagnosis itself is uncertain (recommendation level C) (5). Although published data favor PET/MRI over PET/CT or conventional MRI, the limited availability of PET/MRI fuels debate about its actual clinical significance. However, further factors play a prominent role in this debate as well. Physiologic SUVmax in [68Ga]-DOTATOC imaging shows large intra- and interindividual differences as well as very heterogeneous distribution patterns (27). Kim et al. demonstrated that appropriate cutoff values for PET-assisted diagnosis of meningiomas still remain controversial and uncertain. They proposed an SUVratio relative to the superior sagittal sinus with a threshold at 3.2, which may provide an optimal level of sensitivity (26). Rachinger et al. proposed a cutoff value at 2.3 for SUVmax to discriminate between meningioma and nonmeningioma tissues (17). However, our results do not show a significant benefit for PET/MRI in this diagnostic scenario because sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and diagnostic accuracy displayed similar results. However, the specificity of PET/MRI was slightly superior (75%) to that of MRI (66%). These findings agree with previous studies on PET imaging of meningioma. Rachinger et al. provided comparable values for sensitivity (90%) and specificity (73%) in their DOTATATE PET assessment at a threshold of 2.3 for SUVmax (17). At the same time, Kim et al. observed lower values for sensitivity (78%) while maintaining high values for specificity (98%) in their assessment (threshold, SUVmax, 4.7) (26). However, due to the different properties of DOTATOC and DOTATATE, a direct comparison with the above-mentioned studies is limited, although substantial differences in terms of diagnostic quality have not been demonstrated yet (28,29). As observed in our cohort, mischaracterization of lymphoma still poses a challenge in SSTR PET-assisted imaging. Individual studies have already demonstrated immunopositivity of lymphoma cells for SSTR2, especially for diffuse large B-cell lymphoma subtypes (30,31). As observed in our cohort,
SSTR$_2$-positive lymphoma may mimic meningioma and lead to a false diagnosis (Fig. 3). Significantly increased tracer uptake was also found in a patient with a cavernous venous malformation of the intracanal space (SUV$_\text{max}$ 4.3). Cavernous venous malformations are among the most common benign intraorbital lesions in adults (32). The literature shows examples of hemangiomas and vascular formations in other locations that have shown increased tracer uptake in $[^{68}\text{Ga}]-\text{DOTATOC}$ PET, most likely due to blood pooling (33,34).

Comparably, false positives and false negatives also predominantly involved suspected optic sheath meningioma in the MRI assessment. Atypical MRI signaling of 2 lesions in the course of the optic nerve evaluation led to misidentification of histologically proven optic sheath meningioma. Furthermore, MRI failed to expose the intraorbital cavernous venous malformation because it displayed characteristics of atypical meningioma. Another lesion could not be assigned definitively to a specific entity on MRI and was therefore wrongly interpreted as atypical meningioma. This patient was later diagnosed with lymphoproliferative hyperplasia. This tumor can display morphologic similarity to optic sheath meningioma, especially considering its homogeneous contrast enhancement. Just as in the PET/MRI assessment, misdiagnoses in the MRI assessment were exclusively related to intraorbital tumors. Although malignant and benign lesions of the orbital space can be well differentiated on the basis of morphologic characteristics on cross-sectional imaging (35), pretherapeutic baseline imaging cannot replace surgical assessment for diagnostic differentiation (36). As the example of Tolosa–Hunt syndrome shows, space-occupying lesions in this area are difficult to differentiate morphologically and therefore often require further diagnostic measures (37). Hence, imaging of intraorbital lesions should be considered primarily for treatment planning and secondarily for confirmation of diagnosis.

Infiltration and compression of surrounding structures such as the cavernous sinus or ICA have a major impact on therapeutic planning and the eligibility for a surgical approach (6,38). Therefore, imaging must provide reliable information on contacts and infiltration of the neighboring structures. In particular, infiltration of the cavernous sinus is difficult to assess with MRI. Although PET/MRI provided us with complementary information on tumor characteristics, it did not provide a significant advantage for tumor infiltration when compared with the results from MRI in our study. Specifically, SSTR positivity of the pituitary gland posed a source of error in the evaluation of this region. Nevertheless, SSTR PET can be beneficial in therapeutic planning because of supplementary information gained by PET and improved delineation of tumor margins (20,22,39). The visualization of the SSTR$_2$ status is the basic requirement for radioligand therapy (40). Despite there being no current consensus on the detailed dosage and administration modality of peptide-receptor radioligand therapy in meningioma patients, SSTR PET has to be considered an important asset in the process of treatment planning of meningiomas and should therefore be widely available (41). This is particularly relevant for patients with inoperable meningiomas at the skull base. Due to the limited availability of PET/MRI, a 2-step approach consisting of a diagnostic MRI and a sequential low-dose PET/CT could provide a practical and cost-sensitive approach in such cases or in equivocal findings in morphologic imaging alone. Integrated $[^{68}\text{Ga}]-\text{DOTATOC}$ PET/MRI should be reserved for tertiary care centers or clinical studies.

One of the limiting factors of our study was its retrospective characteristic. MRI protocols changed over the time span of the investigation, thus leading to slight alterations in imaging results. In particular, limited access to histopathologic data proved to be challenging for our evaluation. Additionally, there were no histopathologic data available to us with which to correlate the image features of infiltration and the actual infiltration. Surgical specimens of all suspected lesions would have been desirable as a reliable reference standard. However, current guidelines do not require histologic confirmation of meningioma before the initiation of therapy (5). Additionally, because our focus was on the skull base, most analyzed lesions were difficult to access. The risk of complications outweighed the benefit of histologic confirmation. In accordance with previous studies, the reference standard was composed of the available histopathologic data and cross-sectional imaging, including follow-up examinations.

**CONCLUSION**

Our results demonstrate the comparable diagnostic performance of conventional MRI and $[^{68}\text{Ga}]-\text{DOTATOC}$ PET/MRI for the detection and evaluation of meningioma of the skull plane and orbital space. However, PET assessment can give supplementary information on therapy-relevant factors. Furthermore, it provides the basis for radionuclide therapy by quantifying SSTR expression of meningioma. To optimize the acquisition of diagnostic information, we propose the inclusion of a 2-step approach consisting of high-quality MRI and sequential low-dose SSTR PET/CT in equivocal cases or before peptide-receptor radioligand therapy or radiotherapy.
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QUESTION: Are there any significant benefits of implementing SSTR PET/MRI into diagnostic workflows of meningioma patients when compared with MRI only?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: We observed no significant differences between the 2 modalities. There was no significant improvement in detection and evaluation of meningiomas on PET/MRI.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: Conventional MRI is sufficient to assess local tumor extent. Additional molecular characteristics, such as screening for peptide-receptor radioligand therapy, can be obtained by sequential PET/CT without loss of information.
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